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Abstract. Shifted combinatorial optimization is a new nonlinear opti-
mization framework which is a broad extension of standard combinato-
rial optimization, involving the choice of several feasible solutions at a
time. This framework captures well studied and diverse problems ranging
from so-called vulnerability problems to sharing and partitioning prob-
lems. In particular, every standard combinatorial optimization problem
has its shifted counterpart, which is typically much harder. Already with
explicitly given input set the shifted problem may be NP-hard. In this
article we initiate a study of the parameterized complexity of this frame-
work. First we show that shifting over an explicitly given set with its
cardinality as the parameter may be in XP, FPT or P, depending on
the objective function. Second, we study the shifted problem over sets
definable in MSO logic (which includes, e.g., the well known MSO parti-
tioning problems). Our main results here are that shifted combinatorial
optimization over MSO definable sets is in XP with respect to the MSO
formula and the treewidth (or more generally clique-width) of the input
graph, and is W[1]-hard even under further severe restrictions.
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1 Introduction
The following optimization problem has been studied extensively in the litera-
ture.
(Standard) Combinatorial Optimization. Given S ⊆ {0, 1}n and w ∈ Zn,
solve
max{ws | s ∈ S} . (1)
The complexity of the problem depends on w and the type and presentation
of S. Often, S is the set of indicating (characteristic) vectors of members of a
family of subsets over a ground set [n] := {1, . . . , n}, such as the family of s− t
dipaths in a digraph with n arcs, the set of perfect matchings in a bipartite or
arbitrary graph with n edges, or the set of bases in a matroid over [n] given by
an independence oracle.
Partly motivated by vulnerability problems studied recently in the literature
(see a brief discussion below), in this article we study a broad nonlinear extension
of CO, in which the optimization is over r choices of elements of S and which
is defined as follows. For a set S ⊆ Rn, let Sr denote the set of n× r matrices
having each column in S,
Sr := {x ∈ Rn×r | xk ∈ S , k = 1, . . . , r} .
Call x,y ∈ Rn×r equivalent and write x ∼ y if each row of x is a permutation of
the corresponding row of y. The shift of x ∈ Rn×r is the unique matrix x ∈ Rn×r
satisfying x ∼ x and x1 ≥ · · · ≥ xr, that is, the unique matrix equivalent to x
with each row nonincreasing. Our nonlinear optimization problem follows:
Shifted Combinatorial Optimization (SCO). Given S ⊆ {0, 1}n and c ∈
Z
n×r, solve
max{cx | x ∈ Sr} . (2)
(Here cx is used to denote the ordinary scalar product of the vectors c and x.)
This problem easily captures many classical fundamental problems. For ex-
ample, given a graph G = (V,E) with n vertices, let S := {N [v] | v ∈ V } ⊆
{0, 1}n, where N [v] is the characteristic vector of the closed neighborhood of
v. Choose an integer parameter r and let c1i := 1 for all i and c
j
i := 0 for all
i and all j ≥ 2. Then the optimal objective function value of (2) is n if and
only if we can select a set D of r vertices in G such that every vertex belongs
to the closed neighborhood of at least one of the selected vertices, that is, when
D is a dominating set of G. Likewise, one can formulate the vertex cover and
independent set problems in a similar way.
One specific motivation for the SCO problem is as follows. Suppose S is the
set of indicators of members of a family over [n]. A feasible solution x ∈ Sr
then represents a choice of r members of the given family such that the k-th
column xk is the indicator of the k-th member. Call element i in the ground set
k-vulnerable in x if it is used by at least k of the members represented by x,
that is, if the i-th row xi of x has at least k ones. It is easy to see that the k-th
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column xk of the shift of x is precisely the indicator of the set of k-vulnerable
elements in x. So the shifted optimization problem is to maximize
cx =
∑
{cki | i is k-vulnerable in x, i = 1, . . . , n , k = 1, . . . , r} .
Minimizing the numbers of k-vulnerable elements in x may be beneficial for
survival of some family members under various attacks to vulnerable elements
by an adversary, see e.g. [1,21] for more details. For example, to minimize the
number of k-vulnerable elements for some k, we set cki := −1 for all i and c
j
i := 0
for all i and all j 6= k. To lexicographically minimize the numbers of r-vulnerable
elements, then of (r−1)-vulnerable elements, and so on, till that of 1-vulnerable
elements, we can set cki := −(n+ 1)
k−1 for all i, k.
As another natural example, consider c with c1i := 1 and c
j
i := −1 for 1 <
j ≤ r. Then cx = n if and only if the columns of x indicate a partition of S.
This formulation hence allows us to optimize over partitions of the ground set
(see Section 4). Or, consider c with ci = (1, . . . , 1,−1, . . . ,−1) of length a > 0
with b ≤ a ones, and let S be the family of independent sets of a graph G. Then
max cx relates to fractional coloring of G; it holds max cx = bn if and only if
G has a coloring by a colors in total such that every vertex receives b distinct
colors – this is the so-called (a : b)-coloring problem.
The complexity of the shifted combinatorial optimization (SCO) problem
depends on c and on the presentation of S, and is typically harder than the
corresponding standard combinatorial optimization problem. Say, when S is the
set of perfect matchings in a graph, the standard problem is polynomial time
solvable, but the shifted problem is NP-hard even for r = 2 and cubic graphs,
as the optimal value of the above 2-vulnerability problem is 0 if and only if the
graph is 3-edge-colorable [18]. The minimization of 2-vulnerable arcs with S the
set of s–t dipaths in a digraph, also called theMinimum shared edges problem,
was recently shown to be NP-hard for r variable in [21], polynomial time solvable
for fixed r in [1], and fixed-parameter tractable with r as a parameter in [6].
In the rest of this article we always assume that the number r of choices
is variable. Call a matrix c ∈ Zn×r shifted if c = c, that is, if its rows are
nonincreasing. In [14] it was shown that when S = {s ∈ {0, 1}n | As = b} where
A is a totally unimodular matrix and b is an integer vector, the shifted problem
with shifted c, and hence in particular the above lexicographic vulnerability
problem, can be solved in polynomial time. In particular this applies to the
cases of S the set of s–t dipaths in a digraph and S the set of perfect matchings
in a bipartite graph. In [18] it was shown that the shifted problem with shifted c
is also solvable in polynomial time for S the set of bases of a matroid presented
by an independence oracle (in particular, spanning trees in a graph), and even
for the intersection of matroids of certain type.
Main results and paper organization. In this article we continue on sys-
tematic study of shifted combinatorial optimization. The paper is organized as
follows. Preliminaries, including necessary basics of parameterized complexity
(FPT, XP and W[1]-hardness) and of logic (MSO on graphs), are in Section 2.
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Then, in Section 3, we consider the case when the set S is given explicitely.
While the standard problem is always trivial in such case, the SCO problem can
be NP-hard for explicit set S (Proposition 3.1). Our main results on this case
can be briefly summarized as follows:
– (Theorem 3.2) The shifted combinatorial optimization problem, param-
eterized by |S| = m, is; (a) for general c in the complexity class XP and
W[1]-hard w.r.t. m, (b) for shifted c in FPT, and (c) for shifted −c in P.
– (Theorem 3.4) The latter case (c) of shifted −c is in P even for sets S
presented by a linear optimization oracle.
In Section 4, we study a more general framework of SCO for the set S de-
finable in Monadic Second Order (MSO) logic. This rich framework includes,
for instance, the well-studied case of so called MSO partitioning problems on
graphs. We prove the following statement which generalizes known results about
MSO partitioning:
– (Theorem 4.7, Corollary 4.13) The shifted combinatorial optimization
problem, for (a) graphs of bounded treewidth and S defined in MSO2 logic,
or (b) graphs of bounded clique-width and S defined in MSO1 logic, is in XP
(parameterized by the width and the formula defining S).
In the course of proving this statement we also provide a connection of shifted
optimization to separable optimization when the corresponding polyhedron is
decomposable and 0/1 (Lemma 4.3).
To complement the previous tractability result, in Section 5 we prove the
following negative result under much more restrictive parametrization.
– (Theorem 5.2) There exists a fixed First Order formula φ such that the
associated MSO1 partitioning problem, and hence also the SCO problem
with S defined by φ, are W[1]-hard on graphs of bounded treedepth.
We conclude the paper by listing several interesting future research directions
in Section 6.
2 Preliminaries
We follow the standard terminology of graph theory and of linear and integer
programming. Relevant special terminology is introduced in the corresponding
sections of the paper. Here we briefly recall basic terms of parameterized com-
plexity and of logic on graphs.
A parameterized problem Q is a subset ofΣ∗×N0, whereΣ is a finite alphabet.
A parameterized problem Q is said to be fixed-parameter tractable if there is an
algorithm that given (x, k) ∈ Σ × N0 decides whether (x, k) is a yes-instance
of Q in time f(k) · p(|x|) where f is some computable function of k alone, p is a
polynomial and |x| is the size measure of the input. The class of such problems
is denoted by FPT. The class XP is the class of parameterized problems that
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admit algorithms with a run-time of O(|x|f(k)) for some computable function f ,
i.e. polynomial-time for every fixed value of k.
Theory of parameterized complexity, see e.g. [5], defines also complexity
classes W[t] for t ≥ 1, where W[t] ⊆ XP for all integers t ≥ 1. For instance,
the k-independent set problem (with parameter k) is complete for W[1]. Prob-
lems that are W[1]-hard do not admit an FPT algorithm unless the Exponential
Time Hypothesis (ETH) fails, which is considered unlikely.
We now shortly introduce monadic second order logic (MSO) over graphs. In
first-order logic (FO) we have variables for the elements (x, y, . . .), equality for
variables, quantifiers ∀, ∃ ranging over vertices and vertex sets, and the standard
Boolean connectives. MSO is the extension of FO by quantification over sets
(X,Y, . . . ). In this context a graph is considered as a relational structure; either
with only the adjacency relation on its vertex set (i.e., the relational vocabulary
consists of one predicate symbol edge(x, y) ), or as two-sorted structures with its
vertex and edge sets and the incidence relation between those (the vocabulary
consists of inc(x, e), which can also be used to define adjacency).
In correspondence with the previous, graph MSO traditionally comes in two
flavours, MSO1 and MSO2, differing by the objects we are allowed to quantify
over: in MSO1 these are the vertices and vertex sets, while in MSO2 we can
additionally quantify over edges and edge sets. For example, the 3-colorability
property can be expressed in MSO1 as follows:
∃X1, X2, X3 [ ∀x (x ∈ X1 ∨ x ∈ X2 ∨ x ∈ X3)∧∧
i=1,2,3
∀x, y (x 6∈ Xi ∨ y 6∈ Xi ∨ ¬ edge(x, y)) ]
We briefly remark that MSO2 can express properties which are not MSO1 de-
finable (e.g., Hamiltonicity).
3 Sets Given Explicitly
In this section we consider the shifted problem (2) over an explicitly given set S =
{s1, . . . , sm}. We demonstrate that already this seemingly simple case is in fact
nontrivial and interesting. First, notice that with S ⊆ {0, 1}n given explicitly the
problem is generally NP-hard, which follows by the reduction from dominating
set which we gave in the introduction. Moreover it follows from known lower
bounds on the dominating set problem that the brute-force algorithm which
tries all possible r-subsets of S is likely close to optimal:
Proposition 3.1. The SCO problem (2) is NP-hard for 0/1 shifted matrices
c = c ∈ {0, 1}n×r and explicitly given 0/1 sets S = {s1, . . . , sm} ⊆ {0, 1}n.
Moreover, unless the Exponential Time Hypothesis (ETH) fails, it cannot be
solved in time no(r).
Proof. The NP-complete dominating set problem is to decide whether, given a
graph G = (V,E) there is a subset of vertices D ⊆ V of size r such that every
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vertex v ∈ V is either in D, or has a neighbor in D. Let S := {N [v] | v ∈ V } ⊆
{0, 1}n, where N [v] is the characteristic vector of the closed neighborhood of
v, i.e. including v itself, and let c1i := 1 for all i and c
j
i := 0 for all i and all
j ≥ 2. Then the optimal objective function value of (2) is n if and only if G has
a dominating set of size r.
Moreover, Chen et al. [4] proved that unless ETH fails, there is no no(r)
algorithm solving the dominating set problem; thus, under the same assumption,
there is no mo(r) algorithm solving SCO even when c is 0/1 and c = c. ⊓⊔
Note that the next results in this section concerning Shifted IP apply to the
more general situation in which S may consist of arbitrary integer vectors, not
necessarily 0/1. This is formulated as follows.
Shifted integer programming. Given S ⊆ Zn and c ∈ Zn×r, similarly to (2),
solve
max{cx | x ∈ Sr} . (3)
For S = {s1, . . . , sm} and nonnegative integers r1, . . . , rm with
∑m
i=1 ri = r,
let x(r1, . . . , rm) be the matrix in S
r with first r1 columns equal to s
1, next r2
columns equal to s2, and so on, with last rm columns equal to s
m, and define
f(r1, . . . , rm) := cx(r1, . . . , rm).
We have got the following effective theorem in contrast with Proposition 3.1.
Theorem 3.2. The shifted integer programming problem (3) over an explicitly
given set S = {s1, . . . , sm} ⊆ Zn reduces to the following nonlinear integer
programming problem over a simplex,
max
{
f(r1, . . . , rm)
∣∣∣∣∣ r1, . . . , rm ∈ Z+ ,
m∑
k=1
rk = r
}
. (4)
If c = c is shifted then f is concave, and if −c is shifted then f is convex.
Moreover, the following hold:
1. With m parameter and c arbitrary, problem (3) is in XP. Furthermore, the
problem is W[1]-hard with parameter m even for 0/1 sets S.
2. With m parameter and c shifted, problem (3) is in FPT.
3. With m variable and −c shifted, problem (3) is in P.
Proof. Consider any x ∈ Sr. For k = 1, . . . ,m let rk := |{j | xj = sk}| be the
number of columns of x equal to sk. Then x ∼ x(r1, . . . , rm) so x = x(r1, . . . , rm)
and cx = f(r1, . . . , rm). So an optimal solution r1, . . . , rm to (4) gives an optimal
solution x(r1, . . . , rm) to the shifted problem (3), proving the first statement.
We next show that if c is shifted then f is concave in the rk. Suppose first
that n = 1 so that c1, . . . , cr and s1, . . . , sm are scalars. For k = 1, . . . ,m, define
functions gk(r1, . . . , rm) :=
∑k
j=1 rj which are linear in r1, . . . , rm, and define a
function h by h(0) := 0 and h(l) :=
∑l
j=1 c
j for l = 1, . . . , r, which is concave
since c1 ≥ · · · ≥ cr .
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Let π be a permutation of [m] = {1, . . . ,m} such that sπ(1) ≥ · · · ≥ sπ(m).
Consider any r1, . . . , rm feasible in (4) and let x := x(r1, . . . , rm). Note that
x is the row vector with first rπ(1) entries equal to s
π(1), next rπ(2) entries
equal to sπ(2), and so on, with last rπ(m) entries equal to s
π(m). Let gk :=
gk(rπ(1), . . . , rπ(m)) for k = 1, . . . ,m and t
k := sπ(k) − sπ(k+1) ≥ 0 for k =
1, . . . ,m− 1. Then we have that
f(r1, . . . , rm) = cx
= sπ(1)h(g1) + s
π(2) (h(g2)− h(g1)) + · · ·+ s
π(m) (h(gm)− h(gm−1))
= t1h(g1) + t
2h(g2) + · · ·+ t
m−1h(gm−1) + s
π(m)h(gm)
=
m−1∑
k=1
tkh
(
gk(rπ(1), . . . , rπ(m))
)
+ sπ(m)
r∑
j=1
cj . (5)
Now, gk are linear functions of rk, and h is concave, and so each composition
h(gk(rπ(1), . . . , rπ(m))) is also concave. So f(r1, . . . , rm), which is a constant plus
a nonnegative combination of concave functions, is a concave function of the rk.
We continue with general n. Consider any r1, . . . , rm which are feasible in
(4) and let x := x(r1, . . . , rm). For each i = 1, . . . , n proceed as follows. Let
fi(r1, . . . , rm) := cixi with ci the i-th row of c and xi the i-th row of the shift
x. Let πi be a permutation of [m] such that s
πi(1)
i ≥ · · · ≥ s
πi(m)
i . Repeating
the above procedure with this 1-dimensional data we see that fi(r1, . . . , rm) is
concave. So f(r1, . . . , rm) is also concave in the rk, being the following sum of
concave functions,
f(r1, . . . , rm) = cx =
d∑
i=1
cixi =
d∑
i=1
fi(r1, . . . , rm) .
This also shows that if −c is shifted then −f is concave and hence f is convex.
We proceed with the (positive) algorithmic statements of the theorem. For
part 1, which was also proved in [18], just note that for fixed m, there are
O(rm−1) feasible solutions in (4), obtained by taking integers 0 ≤ r1, . . . , rm−1 ≤
r with
∑m−1
i=1 ri ≤ r and setting rm := r −
∑m−1
i=1 ri. Hence, in polynomial time
we can enumerate all, pick the best, and obtain an optimal solution x(r1, . . . , rm)
to the shifted problem (3).
For part 2, if c is shifted, then, as just shown, f is concave. So the integer
program (4) is to maximize a concave function with the number m of variables
as a parameter. By known results on convex integer minimization, see [20], this
problem is fixed-parameter tractable and solvable in time p(m)(log r)q for some
computable function p ofm and some constant q. Because it is enough to present
the objective function by an oracle, we can extend this to the case when c is not
given explicitly, but by a partial sums oracle γ(i, j) =
∑j
ℓ=1 c
ℓ
i , in which case r
can be given in binary.
For part 3, if −c is shifted, then, as just shown, f is convex. Therefore,
the maximum in (4) is attained at a vertex of the simplex. These vertices are
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the m vectors re1, . . . , rem, where ek is the k-th unit vector in R
m. Hence, in
polynomial time we can pick the best vertex rek and obtain again an optimal
solution x(rek) to (3).
To complete the proof of the theorem, we return to the hardness claim in
part 1. We proceed by reduction from the Multidemand Set Cover (MSC)
problem, which is as follows. Given is a universe U = {u1, . . . , un}, a collection
of multidemands d = (d1, . . . , dn) where di ⊆ N for i = 1, . . . , n, a covering
set system F = {F1, . . . , Fk} ⊆ 2U , and an integer r ∈ N. The goal is to find
an integer partition r = p1 + · · · + pk such that, for all i = 1, . . . , n, we have
(
∑
j:ui∈Fj
pj) ∈ di. Knop et al. [15] prove that MSC is W[1]-hard with respect
to the parameter n even when n = k.
For clarity, we briefly and informally remark on a meaning of the MSC prob-
lem. We wish to take each set Fj , j ∈ [k], with multiplicity pj, and we demand
that for each universe element ui, i ∈ [n], the total sum of multiplicities of sets
ui belongs to, falls into the constraint set di.
Given an instance U,d,F and r of MSC, let S ⊆ {0, 1}n be the set of charac-
teristic vectors of F , where |S| = m in our case. We will define c inductively. Fix
a row i ∈ [n] and let c1i := 1 if 1 ∈ di and c
1
i := 0 otherwise. For j = 1, . . . , r− 1,
let cj+1i := 1 −
∑j
ℓ=1 c
ℓ
i if j + 1 ∈ di, and c
j+1
i := −
∑j
ℓ=1 c
ℓ
i otherwise. Then
max cx ≤ n and cx = n exactly when the multiplicities p1, . . . , pm of the vectors
of S in x ∈ Sr are such that the number of 1’s in each row i of x falls into di,
by our choice of c. This is the case if and only if the MSC instance is a “yes”
instance. ⊓⊔
In the rest of this section we provide several supplementary results related
to the cases of Theorem 3.2.
Let us first give an exemplary application of part 2 of Theorem 3.2 now. Bred-
ereck et al. [3] study the Weighted Set Multicover (WSM) problem, which
is as follows. Given a universe U = {u1, . . . , uk}, integer demands d1, . . . , dk ∈ N
and a multiset F = {F1, . . . , Fn} ⊆ 2U with weights w1, . . . , wn ∈ N, find a
multiset F ′ ⊆ F of smallest weight which satisfies all the demands – that is, for
all i = 1, . . . , k, |{F ∈ F ′ | ui ∈ F}| ≥ di. It is shown [3] that this problem is
FPT when the size of the universe is a parameter, and then several applications
in computational social choice are given there.
Notice that F can be represented in a succinct way by viewing F as a set
Fs = {F1, . . . , FK} and representing the different copies of F ∈ Fs in F by
defining K weight functions w1, . . . , wK such that, for each i = 1, . . . ,K, wi(j)
returns the total weight of the first j lightest copies of Fi, or ∞ if there are less
than j copies. We call this the succinct variant.
Bredereck et al. [3] use Lenstra’s algorithm for their result, which only works
when F is given explicitly. We note in passing that our approach allows us to
extend their result to the succinct case.
Proposition 3.3. Weighted Set Multicover is in FPT with respect to universe
size k, even in the succinct variant.
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Proof. Let d,F ,w be an instance of Weighted Set Multicover with uni-
verse of size k, where k is parameter, and letK = |Fs| ≤ 2k. We will construct an
SCO instance with S of size k+K such that solving it will correspond to solving
the original WSM problem. Since max cx with c = c is equivalent to min cx with
c = −c, we will define a minimization instance with c non-decreasing.
Let S =
(
{(fi, ei) | Fi ∈ Fs} ∪ {(0,0)}
)
⊆ {0, 1}k+K where fi is the char-
acteristic vector of the set Fi and ei is the i-th unit vector. Let W be the total
weight of F and let D =
∑
di be the total demand. Then, the first k rows of
c are defined as cji = −W if j ≤ di and c
j
i = 0 otherwise. The corresponding
partial sums oracle is γ(i, j) = −jW if j ≤ di and γ(i, j) = −diW otherwise.
The remaining K rows of c are exactly the weight functions w1, . . . , wK , that is,
γ(k + i, j) = wi(j), where wi returns DW whenever it should return ∞.
Let r = D and solve the SCO given above. A solution is represented by
multiplicities ri for i = 0, . . . ,K, where r0 is the multiplicity of the 0 vector. We
interpret it as a WSM solution straightforwardly: ri means how many copies of
Fi we take to the solution, and we always choose the ri lightest. Observe that
if the objective is at most −(D− 1)W , it means that the solution “hits” all the
−W items in the first k rows, which in turn means all demands are satisfied. On
the other hand, the objective is more than −(D−1)W only if some demand was
not satisfied. Also, if min cx ≤ −(D − 1)W , then the solution never hit a DW
item in the last K rows, which in turn means that, for each i = 1, . . . ,K, we
have never used more copies of Fi than there actually are. Because the objective
decomposes into −DW +
∑K
i=1 wi(ri), where the first term is a constant and the
second is exactly the weight of the solution, we have found the optimum. ⊓⊔
Theorem 3.2, part 3, can be applied also to sets S presented implicitly by an
oracle. A linear optimization oracle for S ⊆ Zn is one that, queried on w ∈ Zn,
solves the linear optimization problem max{ws | s ∈ S}. Namely, the oracle ei-
ther asserts that the problem is infeasible, or unbounded, or provides an optimal
solution. As mentioned before, even for r = 2, the shifted problem for perfect
matchings is NP-hard, and hence for general c the shifted problem over S pre-
sented by a linear optimization oracle is also hard even for r = 2. In contrast,
we have the following strengthening.
Theorem 3.4. The shifted problem (3) with c nondecreasing, over any set S ⊂
Z
n which is presented by a linear optimization oracle, can be solved in polynomial
time.
Proof. Let w :=
∑r
j=1 c
j be the sum of the columns of c, and query the linear
optimization oracle of S on w. If the oracle asserts that the problem is infeasible,
then S = ∅ hence Sr = ∅ hence so is the shifted problem. Suppose it asserts
that the problem is unbounded. Then for every real number q there is an s ∈ S
with ws ≥ q. Then the matrix x := [s, . . . , s] with all columns equal to s satisfies
x = x and hence cx = cx =
∑r
j=1 c
js = ws ≥ q, and therefore the shifted
problem is also unbounded.
Suppose then that the oracle returns an optimal solution s∗ ∈ S and define
x∗ := [s∗, . . . , s∗] to be the matrix with all columns equal to s∗. We claim that x∗
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is an optimal solution to the shifted problem. Suppose indirectly x is a strictly
better solution. Let T be the set of columns of x, that means T := {x1, . . . ,xr} =
{t1, . . . , tm} for suitable distinct tk ∈ S, where k = 1, . . . ,m and m = |T | ≤ r.
Consider the shifted problem over T . By the proof of the algorithmic part 2 of
Theorem 3.2, we will have an optimal solution y := t(rek) = t(0, . . . , 0, r, 0 . . . , 0)
for some unit vector ek ∈ Rm, that is, y = [t, . . . , t] for some t ∈ T . We then
obtain
wt = cy = cy ≥ cx > cx∗ = cx∗ = ws∗
which is a contradiction to the assumed optimality of s∗, completing the proof.
⊓⊔
4 MSO-definable Sets: XP for Bounded Treewidth
In this section we study another tractable and rich case of shifted combinatorial
optimization, namely that of the set S defined in the MSO logic of graphs. This
case, in particular, includes well studied MSO-partitioning framework of graphs
(see below) which is tractable on graphs of bounded treewidth and clique-width.
In the course of proving our results, it is useful to study a geometric connection
of 0/1 SCO problems to separable optimization over decomposable polyhedra.
4.1 Relating SCO to decomposable polyhedra
The purpose of this subsection is to demonstrate how shifted optimization over
0/1 polytopes closely relates to an established concept of decomposable polyhe-
dra. We refer to the book of Ziegler [26] for definitions and terminology regarding
polytopes.
Definition 4.1 (Decomposable polyhedron and Decomposition oracle).
A polyhedron P ⊆ Rn is decomposable if for every k ∈ N and every x ∈ kP ∩Zn,
there are x1, . . . ,xk ∈ P ∩Zn with x = x1+ · · ·+xk, where kP = {ky | y ∈ P}.
A decomposition oracle for a decomposable P is one that, queried on k ∈ N
given in unary and on x ∈ kP ∩ Zn, returns x1, . . . ,xk ∈ P ∩ Zn with x =
x1 + · · ·+ xk.
This property is also called integer decomposition property or being integrally
closed in the literature. The best known example are polyhedra given by totally
unimodular matrices [2]. Furthermore, we will use the following notion.
Definition 4.2 (Integer separable (convex) minimization oracle). Let
P ⊆ Rn and let f(x) =
∑n
i=1 fi(xi) be a separable function on R
n. An integer
separable minimization oracle for P is one that, queried on this f , either reports
that P ∩ Zn is empty, or that it is unbounded, or returns a point x ∈ P ∩ Zn
which minimizes f(x).
An integer separable convex minimization oracle for P is an integer separable
minimization oracle for P which can only be queried on functions f as above with
all fi convex.
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We now formulate how these notions naturally connect with shifted opti-
mization in the case when S is 0/1.
Lemma 4.3. Let (S, c, r) be an instance of shifted combinatorial optimization,
with S ⊆ {0, 1}n, r ∈ N and c ∈ Zn×r. Let P ⊆ [0, 1]n be a polytope such
that S = P ∩ {0, 1}n and let Q ⊆ [0, 1]n+n
′
be some extension of P , that is,
P = {x | (x,y) ∈ Q}.
Then, provided a decomposition oracle for Q and an integer separable mini-
mization oracle for rQ, the shifted problem given by (S, c, r) can be solved with
one call to the optimization oracle and one call to the decomposition oracle. Fur-
thermore, if c is shifted, an integer separable convex minimization oracle suffices.
To demonstrate Lemma 4.3 we use it to give an alternative proof of the
result of Kaibel et al. [14] that the shifted problem is polynomial when S = {x |
Ax = b, x ∈ {0, 1}n} and A is totally unimodular. It is known that P = {x |
Ax = b,0 ≤ x ≤ 1} is decomposable and a decomposition oracle is realizable
in polynomial time [24]. Moreover, it is known that an integer separable convex
minimization oracle for rP is realizable in polynomial time [13]. Lemma 4.3
implies that the shifted problem is polynomial for this S when c is shifted.
The reason we have formulated Lemma 4.3 for S given by an extension Q of
the polytope P corresponding to S, is the following: while P itself might not be
decomposable, there always exists an extension of it which is decomposable.
Proposition 4.4. Let P ⊆ Rn be a 0/1 polytope with m vertices. Then it has a
decomposable extension Q ⊆ Rn+m.
Proof. Let V = {v1, . . . ,vm} ⊆ {0, 1}n be the vertices of P . Then P can be
obtained by projecting the m-dimensional simplex:
λ1 + · · ·+ λm = 1
λ1v1 + · · ·+ λmvm = x
λi ≥ 0 ∀i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}
Let Q be the polytope defined by the system above and fix k ∈ N. Consider an
integer point (x, λ) ∈ kQ. Then
∑m
i=1 λi(vi, ei) (with ei the i-th unit vector) is a
decomposition of (x, λ) into vertices of Q, certifying that Q is decomposable. ⊓⊔
Other potential candidates where Lemma 4.3 could be applied are classes
of polytopes that are either decomposable, or allow efficient integer separable
(convex) minimization. Some known decomposable polyhedra are stable set poly-
topes of perfect graphs, polyhedra defined by k-balanced matrices [25], polyhedra
defined by nearly totally unimodular matrices [11], etc. Some known cases where
integer separable convex minimization is polynomial are for P = {x | Ax =
b,x ∈ {0, 1, . . . , r}n} where the Graver basis of A has small size or when A is
highly structured, namely when A is either an n-fold product, a transpose of it,
or a 4-block n-fold product; see the books of Onn [22] and De Loera, Hemmecke
and Ko¨ppe [19].
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Now we return to the proof of Lemma 4.3.
Proof of Lemma 4.3: Fix (x,y) ∈ rQ ∩ Zn+n
′
and consider the set
Qr(x,y) :=
{
(a,b) = ((ai,bi))ri=1
∣∣∣∣∣
r∑
i=1
(ai,bi) = (x,y), (ai,bi) ∈ Q ∩ {0, 1}n+n
′
, 1 ≤ i ≤ r
}
⊆
(
Q ∩ {0, 1}n+n
′
)r
Note that ca is the same for all (a,b) ∈ Qr(x,y), and observe that (Q ∩
{0, 1}n+n
′
)r =
⋃
(x,y)∈(rQ∩{0,1}n+n′)Q
r
(x,y).
Consider now the objective function c ∈ Zn×r. Define wi : {0, . . . , r} → Z
for i = 1, . . . , n by wi(k) :=
∑k
j=1 c
j
i . Note that if c is shifted, every wi is
concave as it is a partial sum of a non-increasing sequence. Observe that ca =∑n
i=1 wi(
∑r
j=1 a
j
i ) =
∑n
i=1 wi(xi). It follows that the minimum of
∑n
i=1 wi(xi)
over rQ ∩ Zn+n
′
equals the minimum of ca over (Q ∩ {0, 1}n+n
′
)r.
To solve the shifted problem, let f =
∑n+n′
i=1 fi with fi := wi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n
and fi := 0 for n+1 ≤ i ≤ n+n′, and query the integer separable minimization
oracle on rQ with −f (minimizing −f maximizes f). The oracle returns that the
problem is either infeasible or unbounded or returns (x,y) ∈ rQ maximizing f .
Next, query the decomposition oracle forQ on r and (x,y) to obtain ((xi,yi))ri=1,
and return this as the solution. If c is shifted then −f is convex and an integer
separable convex minimization oracle suffices for the first step. ⊓⊔
4.2 XP algorithm for MSO-definable set
We start with defining the necessary specialized terms.
Definition 4.5 (Treewidth). Given a graph G, a tree-decomposition of G is
an ordered pair (T,W), where T is a tree and W = {Wx ⊆ V (G) | x ∈ V (T )} is
a collection of bags (vertex sets of G), such that the following hold:
1.
⋃
x∈V (T )Wx = V (G);
2. for every edge e = uv in G, there exists x ∈ V (T ) such that u, v ∈Wx;
3. for each u ∈ V (G), the set {x ∈ V (T ) | u ∈ Wx} induces a subtree of T .
The width of a tree-decomposition (T,W) is (maxx∈V (T ) |Wx|)−1. The treewidth
of G, denoted tw(G), is the smallest width of a tree-decomposition of G.
Given a matrix A ∈ Zn×m, we define the corresponding Gaifman graph
G = G(A) as follows. Let V (G) = [m]. We let {i, j} ∈ E(G) if and only if there
is an r ∈ [n] with A[r, i] 6= 0 and A[r, j] 6= 0. Intuitively, two vertices of G are
adjacent if the corresponding variables xi, xj occur together in some constraint
of Ax ≤ b. The (Gaifman) treewidth of a matrix A is then the treewidth of its
Gaifman graph, i.e., tw(A) := tw(G(A)).
The aforementioned MSO-partitioning framework of graphs comes as follows.
MSO-partitioning problem. Given a graph G, an MSO2 formula ϕ with one
free vertex-set variable and an integer r, the task is as follows;
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– to find a partition U1∪˙U2 . . . ∪˙Ur = V (G) of the vertices of G such that
G |= ϕ(Ui) for all i = 1, . . . , r, or
– to confirm that no such partition of V (G) exists.
For example, if ϕ(X) expresses that X is an independent set, then the ϕ-
MSO-partitioning problem decides if G has an r-coloring, and thus, finding
minimum feasible r (simply by trying r = 1, 2, . . . ) solves the Chromatic num-
ber problem. Similarly, if G |= ϕ(X) when X is a dominating set, minimizing r
solves the Domatic number problem, and so on.
Rao [23] showed an algorithm for MSO-partitioning, for any MSO2 for-
mula ϕ, on a graph G with treewidth tw(G) = τ running in time rf(ϕ,τ)n (XP)
for some computable function f . Our next result widely generalizes this to SCO
over MSO-definable sets.
Definition 4.6 (MSO-definable sets). For a graph G on |V (G)| = n vertices,
we interpret a 0/1 vector x ∈ {0, 1}n as the set X ⊆ V where v ∈ X iff xv = 1.
We then say that x satisfies a formula ϕ if G |= ϕ(X). Let
Sϕ(G) = {x | x satisfies ϕ in G} .
Let c be defined as c1i := 1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ n and c
j
i := −1 for 2 ≤ j ≤ r and
1 ≤ i ≤ n. Observe then the following: deciding whether the shifted problem
with S = Sϕ(G), c and r, has an optimum of value n is equivalent to solving the
MSO-partitioning problem for ϕ.
Theorem 4.7. Let G be a graph of treewidth tw(G) = τ , let ϕ be an MSO2
formula and Sϕ(G) = {x | x satisfies ϕ}. There is an algorithm solving the
shifted problem with S = Sϕ(G) and any given c and r in time r
f(ϕ,τ) · |V (G)|
for some computable function f . In other words, for parameters ϕ and τ , the
problem is in the complexity class XP.
We will prove Theorem 4.7 using Lemma 4.3 on separable optimization over
decomposable polyhedra. To that end we need to show the following two steps:
1. There is an extension Q of the polytope P = conv(Sϕ(G)) which is decom-
posable and endowed with a decomposition oracle (Definition 4.1), and
2. there is an integer separable minimization oracle (Definition 4.2) for the
polytope rQ.
The first point is implied by a recent result of Kolman, Koutecky´ and Tiwary [16]:
Proposition 4.8 ([16]). Let G be a graph on n vertices of treewidth tw(G) = τ ,
and ϕ be an MSO2 formula with one free vertex-set variable. Then, for some
computable functions f1, f2, f3, there are matrices A,B and a vector b, com-
putable in time f1(ϕ, τ) · n, such that
1. the polytope Q = {(x,y) | Ax + By = b,y ≥ 0} ⊆ [0, 1]f2(ϕ,τ)n is an
extension of the polytope P = conv(Sϕ(G)),
2. Q is decomposable and endowed with a decomposition oracle, and
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3. the (Gaifman) treewidth of the matrix (AB) is at most f3(ϕ, τ).
The second requirement of Lemma 4.3 follows from efficient solvability of the
constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) of bounded treewidth, originally proven
by Freuder [8]. We will use a natural weighted version of this folklore result.
Definition 4.9 (CSP). An instance I = (V,D,H, C) of CSP consists of
– a set of variables zv, one for each v ∈ V ; without loss of generality we assume
that V = {1, . . . , n},
– a set D of finite domains Dv ⊆ Z (also denoted D(v)), one for each v ∈ V ,
– a set of hard constraints H ⊆ {CU | U ⊆ V } where each hard constraint
CU ∈ H with U = {i1, i2, . . . , ik} and i1 < · · · < ik, is a |U |-ary relation
CU ⊆ Di1 ×Di2 × · · · ×Dik ,
– a set of weighted soft constraints C ⊆ {wU | U ⊆ V } where each wU ∈ C
with U = {i1, i2, . . . , ik} and i1 < · · · < ik is a function wU : Di1 ×Di2 ×
. . .×Dik → R.
For a vector z = (z1, z2, . . . , zn) and a set U = {i1, i2, . . . , ik} ⊆ V with i1 <
i2 < · · · < ik, we define the projection of z on U as z |U = (zi1 , zi2 , . . . , zik). A
vector z ∈ Zn satisfies the hard constraint CU ∈ H if and only if z|U ∈ CU .
We say that a vector z⋆ = (z⋆1 , . . . , z
⋆
n) is a feasible assignment for I if z
⋆ ∈
D1 ×D2 × . . . ×Dn and z⋆ satisfies every hard constraint C ∈ H. The weight
of z⋆ is w(z⋆) =
∑
wU∈C
wU (z
⋆|U ).
For a CSP instance I = (V,D,H, C) one can define the constraint graph of
I as G = (V,E) where E = {{u, v} | (∃CU ∈ H) ∨ (∃wU ∈ C) s.t. {u, v} ⊆ U}.
The treewidth of a CSP instance I is defined as the treewidth of the constraint
graph of I.
Proposition 4.10 ([8]). Given a CSP instance I of treewidth τ and maximum
domain size D = maxu∈V |Du|, a minimum weight solution can be found in time
O(Dτ (n+ |H|+ |C|)).
Proposition 4.10 can be used to realize an integer separable minimization
oracle for integer programs of bounded treewidth, as follows.
Lemma 4.11. Let A ∈ Zn×m,b ∈ Zm, ℓ,u ∈ Zn be given s.t. tw(A) = τ ,
and let D = ‖u − ℓ‖∞. Then an integer separable minimization oracle over
P = {x | Ax = b, ℓ ≤ x ≤ u} is realizable in time Dτ (n+m).
Proof. The proof proceeds by constructing a CSP instance I based on the ILP
Ax = b, ℓ ≤ x ≤ u, such that solving I corresponds to integer separable mini-
mization over P . Since the treewidth of I is τ and the maximum domain size is
D, Proposition 4.10 does the job.
First, let V = {x1, . . . , xn}. Then, for every i = 1, . . . , n, let Di = {ℓi, ℓi +
1, . . . , ui} and D = {Di | i = 1, . . . , n}. Observe that maxi |Di| = ‖u−ℓ‖∞ = D.
Regarding hard constraints H, observe that every row aj of A contains at most
τ+1 non-zeros, since otherwise the Gaifman graph ofA would contain a clique of
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size τ+2, contradicting its treewidth of τ . Let Uj = {i1, . . . , ik}, where k ≤ τ+1,
be the set of indices of non-zero elements of aj , and let xc = 0 for all c 6∈ Uj . Let
CUj be the set of assignments from Di1 × · · · × Dik to xi1 , . . . , xik that satisfy
ajx = bj; obviously |CUj | ≤ D
k and it can be constructed in time O(Dk). Then,
H = {CUj | j = 1, . . . ,m}. Finally, for a given separable function f such that
f(x) =
∑n
i=1 fi(xi), let C = {w{xi} | i = 1, . . . , n} where w{xi} = fi for all i.
It is easy to verify that the feasible assignments of I correspond to integer
solutions of Ax = b, ℓ ≤ x ≤ u, that its maximum domain size is D and
its weight function w is exactly f . Finally, the treewidth of I is τ , since the
Gaifman graph of G(I) of I is exactly G(A). Then Proposition 4.10 solves I in
time O(Dτ (n+ |H|+ |C|) = O(Dτ (n+m)), concluding the proof. ⊓⊔
Consequently, we can finish the proof of Theorem 4.7 by using Lemma 4.3.
Proof of Theorem 4.7: By Proposition 4.8 there is a computable function
f such that there exists a polytope Q = {(x,y) | Ax + By = b,y ≥ 0} ⊆
[0, 1]f2(ϕ,τ)n which is an extension of Pϕ(G); let F := f3(ϕ, τ). Also, Sϕ(G) =
Pϕ(G) ∩ {0, 1}n. Moreover, Q is decomposable, a decomposition oracle for Q
is realizable in polynomial time, and the treewidth of the matrix (AB) is at
most F . Note that rQ is given by Ax +By = rb,0 ≤ (x,y) ≤ (r, . . . , r), so its
treewidth is F as well. Lemma 4.11 realizes an integer separable minimization
oracle for rQ in time rF (n + Fn). Since all conditions of Lemma 4.3 are met,
this concludes the proof. ⊓⊔
Besides treewidth, another useful width measure of graphs is the clique-width
of a graph G. Rao’s result [23] applies also to the MSO-partitioning problem for
MSO1 formulas and graphs of bounded clique-width. We show the analogous
extension of Theorem 4.7 next.
Definition 4.12 (Clique-width). This is defined for a graph G as the smallest
number of labels k = cw(G) such that some labeling of G can be constructed by
an algebraic k-expression using the following operations (where 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k):
1. create a new vertex with label i;
2. take the disjoint union of two labeled graphs;
3. add all edges between vertices of label i and label j; and
4. relabel all vertices with label i to have label j.
Corollary 4.13. Let G be a graph of clique-width cw(G) = γ given along with a
γ-expression (cf. Definition 4.12), let ψ be an MSO1 formula and Sψ(G) = {x |
x satisfies ψ}. There is an algorithm solving the shifted problem with S = Sψ(G)
and any given c and r in time rf(ψ,γ) · |V (G)| for some computable f .
While it is possible to prove Corollary 4.13 along the same lines as used above,
we avoid repeating the previous arguments and, instead, apply the following
technical tool. This tool simply extends a folklore fact that a class of graphs is
of bounded clique-width if and only if it has an MSO1 interpretation in the class
of rooted trees.
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Lemma 4.14. Let G be a graph of clique-width cw(G) = γ given along with
a γ-expression Γ constructing G, and let ψ be an MSO1 formula. One can, in
time O(|V (G)|+ |Γ |+ |ψ|), compute a tree T and an MSO1 formula ϕ such that
V (G) ⊆ V (T ) and
for every X it is T |= ϕ(X), iff X ⊆ V (G) and G |= ψ(X).
Addition to Lemma 4.14. Before giving a (short) proof of this lemma, we need
to formally introduce a simplified concept of MSO interpretability. Let σ and ̺
be two relational vocabularies. A one-dimensional MSO interpretation of ̺ in
σ is a tuple I =
(
ν(x), {ηR(x¯)}R∈̺
)
of MSO[σ]-formulas where ν has one free
element variable and the number of free element variables in ηR is equal to the
arity of R in ̺.
– To every σ-structure A the interpretation I assigns a ̺-structure AI with
the domain AI = {a | A |= ν(a)} and the relations RI = {a¯ | A |= ηR(a¯)}
for each R ∈ ̺. We say that a class C of ̺-structures has an interpretation
in a class D of σ-structures if there exists an interpretation I such that for
each C ∈ C there exists D ∈ D such that C ≃ DI , and for every D ∈ D the
structure DI is isomorphic to a member of C.
– The interpretation I of ̺ in σ defines a translation of everyMSO[̺]-formula
ψ to an MSO[σ]-formula ψI as follows:
• every ∃x.φ is replaced by ∃x.(ν(x) ∧ φI),
• every ∃X.φ is replaced by ∃X.(∀y(y ∈ X → ν(y)) ∧ φI), and
• every occurrence of a σ-atom R(x¯) is replaced by the corresponding
formula ηR(x¯).
It is a folklore fact that for all MSO[̺]-formulas ψ and all σ-structures A
A |= ψI ⇐⇒ AI |= ψ.
LetG be a graph of clique-width cw(G) = γ given along with a γ-expression Γ
constructing G, and let ψ be an MSO1 formula. One can, in time O(|V (G)| +
|Γ | + |ψ|), compute a tree T and an MSO1 formula ϕ such that V (G) ⊆ V (T )
and
for every X it is T |= ϕ(X), iff X ⊆ V (G) and G |= ψ(X).
Proof of Lemma 4.14: Let T0 be the parse tree of the given γ-expression Γ
constructing G. Hence T0 is a rooted tree such that the set of its leaves is
V (G). It is well known that there is a one-dimensional MSO1 interpretation
I1 =
(
ν1(x), η1(x, y)
)
of the graphs of clique-width ≤ γ in the class of colored
rooted trees (such that the finite set of colors depends only on γ). The used
colors are in fact the vertex labels (in the leaves) and the operator symbols (in
the internal nodes) from Definition 4.12, and the interpretation I1 is easy to
construct for given γ. See, e.g., [17, Section 4.3] for close details. Consequently,
G ≃ T I10 .
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To finish the proof, we just need to “remove” the colors from T0 and “forget”
the root (to make an ordinary uncolored tree T ). We first give the root of T0 a
new distinguished color cr (as a copy of its original color). Then the parent-child
relation in T0 can be easily interpreted based on the unique path to a vertex
colored cr. Let all the colors used in I1 be C = {c1, . . . , cm} where m depends
on γ (including our distinguished root colors). We construct a tree T from T0
by attaching i new leaves to every vertex of T0 of color ci ∈ C.
We now straightforwardly define anMSO1 interpretation I2 =
(
ν2(x), η2(x, y),
λi2 for i ∈ [m]
)
of rooted C-colored trees in the class of ordinary trees:
– ν2(x) simply asserts that x is not a leaf (x has more than one neighbor),
– η2(x, y) ≡ edge(x, y) (note that T0 is an induced subgraph of T ), and
– λi2(x) asserts that x has precisely i neighbors which are leaves—this has
a routine brute-force expression by existential quantification of the i leaf
neighbors, coupled by non-existence of i+ 1 leaf neighbors.
Clearly, T I2 ≃ T0 (including the colors of T0). We finally set I = I1 ◦ I2 (inter-
pretability is a transitive concept) and ϕ = ψI and we are done. ⊓⊔
With Lemma 4.14 at hand, it is now easy to derive Corollary 4.13 from
previous Theorem 4.7 applied to the tree T .
Proof of Corollary 4.13: We invoke Lemma 4.14 to construct the tree T and
formula ϕ, and the apply Theorem 4.7 to them (for a tree, tw(T ) = τ = 1, but
note that ϕ now depends on both ψ and γ). Since Sψ(G) is essentially identical
to Sϕ(T ), up to the coordinates corresponding to V (T )\V (G) which are all zero
by Lemma 4.14, the solution to the shifted problem with Sψ(G) is the same as
the computed solution to the shifted problem with Sϕ(T ). ⊓⊔
Finally, we add a small remark regarding the input G in Corollary 4.13; we
are for simplicity assuming that G comes along with its γ-expression since it
is currently not known how to efficiently construct a γ-expression for an input
graph of fixed clique-width γ. Though, one may instead use the result of [12]
which constructs in FPT a so-called rank-decomposition of G which can be used
as an approximation of a γ-expression for G (with up to an exponential jump,
but this does not matter for a fixed parameter γ in theory).
5 MSO-definable sets: W[1]-hardness
Recall that natural hard graph problems such as Chromatic number are in-
stances of MSO-partitioning and so also instances of shifted combinatorial op-
timization. While we have shown an XP algorithm for SCO with MSO-definable
sets on graphs of bounded treewidth and clique-width in Theorem 4.7 and Corol-
lary 4.13, it is a natural question whether an FPT algorithm could exist for this
problem, perhaps under a more restrictive width measure.
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Here we give a strong negative answer to this question. First, we note the
result of Fomin et al [7] proving W[1]-hardness of Chromatic number param-
eterized by the clique-width of the input graph. This immediately implies that
an FPT algorithm in Corollary 4.13 would be very unlikely (cf. Section 2). Al-
though, Chromatic number is special in the sense that it is solvable in FPT
when parameterized by the treewith of the input. Here we prove that it is not
the case of MSO-partitioning problems and SCO in general, even when con-
sidering restricted MSO1 formulas and shifted c, and parameterizing by a much
more restrictive treedepth parameter.
Definition 5.1 (Treedepth). Let the height of a rooted tree or forest be the
maximum root-to-leaf distance in it. The closure cl(F ) of a rooted forest F is the
graph obtained from F by making every vertex adjacent to all of its ancestors.
The treedepth td(G) of a graph G is one more than the minimum height of a
forest F such that G ⊆ cl(F ).
Note that always td(G) ≥ tw(G) + 1 since we can use the vertex sets of the
root-to-leaf paths of the forest F (from Definition 5.1) in a proper order as the
bags of a tree-decomposition of G.
Theorem 5.2. There exists a graph FO formula ϕ(X) with a free set variable
X, such that the instance of the MSO-partitioning problem given by ϕ, is
W[1]-hard when parameterized by the treedepth of an input simple graph G.
Consequently, the shifted problem with Sϕ(G) is also W[1]-hard (for suitable c)
when parameterized by the treedepth of G.
We are going to prove Theorem 5.2 by a reduction from W[1]-hardness of
Chromatic number with respect to clique-width [7]. As an intermediate step
for our purpose, [9] prove that the graphs constructed for the reduction in [7],
can be interpreted in a special way (formal details to follow) into labeled rooted
trees of height 5, where the parameter is the number of labels. We, in turn, prove
here that these labels can be traded for increased height of a tree and certain
additional edges belonging to the tree closure. Consequently, the property of a
set X of vertices to be independent in the original graph can now be expressed by
a certain fixed formula ϕ(X) (independent of the parameter) over a plain simple
graph which is of bounded treedepth. So the MSO-partitioning instance given
by ϕ is indeed W[1]-hard when parameterized by the treedepth.
We start with formulating the needed special reformulation of the aforemen-
tioned result of Fomin et al [7] on hardness of Chromatic number.
Definition 5.3 (Tree-model [10]). We say that a graph G has a tree-model
of m labels and depth d if there exists a rooted tree T such that
1. the set of leaves of T is exactly V (G),
2. the length of each root-to-leaf path in T is exactly d,
3. each leaf of T is assigned one of m labels,
4. and the existence of a G-edge between u, v ∈ V (G) depends solely on the
labels of u, v and the distance between u, v in T .
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Let TMm(d) denote the class of all graphs with a tree-model of m labels and
depth d.
Theorem 5.4 ([9]). The graphs constructed as the “hard” instances of Chro-
matic number in [7] belong to TMm(5) where m is the considered parame-
ter. Consequently, the Chromatic number problem considered on the classes
TMm(5) is W[1]-hard when parameterized by m.
Proof of Theorem 5.2: We use a reduction from the instance described in
Theorem 5.4. Let G ∈ TMm(5) and r be an input of Chromatic number,
i.e., the question is whether G is r-colorable. Let T be a tree-model of m labels
and depth 5 (Definition 5.3) of G. We are going to construct a formula ϕ and a
graph H of treedepth at most 5m+ 7 such that, V (G) ⊆ V (H) and X ⊆ V (G)
is independent if and only if H |= ϕ(X). Moreover, for Y ⊆ V (H) such that
Y 6⊆ V (G), it must hold H |= ϕ(Y ) if and only if Y = V (H) \ V (G). Then,
clearly, (H, r + 1) will be a Yes instance of the MSO-partitioning problem
given by ϕ if, and only if, G is r-colorable. This would be the desired reduction.
The rest of the proof is devoted to the construction of ϕ and H . Let M =
{1, . . . ,m} be the set of labels from Definition 5.3 and let lab map V (G), the
set of leaves of T , into M . There exist graphs L1, . . . , L5 (self-loops allowed),
each on the vertex set M , such that the following holds for any u, v ∈ V (G) by
Definition 5.3: uv ∈ E(G) if and only if the least common ancestor of u, v in T
is at distance i ≤ 5 from u and {lab(u), lab(v)} ∈ E(Li).
A graph H1 is constructed from T as follows:
– All vertices and edges of T are included in H1 (the labels from T are ignored),
the leaves of T have no label in H1 while all the non-leaf nodes get a new
label τ in H1.
– For every non-leaf node x ∈ V (T ) at distance i ≤ 5 from the leaves of T , a
disjoint copy Lx of the graph Li is created and added to H1, such that the
vertices of Lx receive the same (new) label λ and x is made adjacent to all
vertices of Lx.
– Every leaf z of T , for i = 1, . . . , 5, is connected by an edge in H1 to the copy
of the vertex lab(z) in Lx, where x is the ancestor of z at distance i from z.
First of all, it is easy to see that H1 is of treedepth at most 5m + 6 =
1 + 5(m + 1), since H1 is contained in the closure of a tree obtained from T
by “splitting” each non-leaf node x to a path on m+ 1 vertices forming the set
{x} ∪ V (Lx) (which is of cardinality m+ 1). Second, we observe that the graph
H1 encodes the edges of G as follows; (*) for u, v ∈ V (G), we find the least
common ancestor x of u and v among the τ -labeled vertices of H1, and then we
test whether there exist λ-labeled neighbors u′, v′ of x (and so u′, v′ ∈ V (Lx))
such that uu′, vv′ ∈ E(H1) and also u
′v′ ∈ E(H1).
Assume for now that (*) the edges of G are encoded in a binary predicate γ,
such that uv ∈ E(G) ⇐⇒ H1 |= γ(u, v). With γ, we can easily define a desired
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formula ϕ1 such that H1 |= ϕ1(X) if, and only if, X ⊆ V (G) is independent in G
or X = V (H1) \ V (G). It is
ϕ1(X) ≡
[
∀x ∈ X
(
¬τ(x) ∧ ¬λ(x)
)
∧ ∀x, y ∈ X
(
x = y ∨ ¬γ(x, y)
) ]
∨ ∀x
(
(τ(x) ∨ λ(x))←→ x ∈ X
)
.
Note that γ does not depend on the original m labels of T .
The remaining two tasks are; to express γ in FO over H1, and to “get rid
of” possible self-loops and the labels τ, λ in H1 by transforming ϕ1 over H1 into
equivalent ϕ over simple unlabeled H . We finish these tasks as follows.
We recursively define α0(x, y) ≡ (x = y) and, for i = 1, . . . , 5, αi(x, y) ≡
τ(y)∧∃z
(
edge(z, y)∧αi−1(x, z)
)
. The meaning of αi(x, y) is that y is an internal
node of T at distance i from x (where x will be a leaf of T but this is not enforced
by αi). The above encoding (∗) of the edges of G into H1 can now be literally
expressed as
γ(u, v) ≡ ∃x
[
τ(x) ∧
(∨5
i=1
αi(u, x) ∧ αi(v, x) ∧ ¬∃x
′
(
αi−1(u, x
′) ∧ αi−1(v, x
′)
))
∧ ∃u′, v′
(
λ(u′) ∧ λ(v′) ∧ edge(x, u′) ∧ edge(x, v′)
∧ edge(u, u′) ∧ edge(v, v′) ∧ edge(u′, v′)
)]
,
which is an FO formula independent of H1 and given T .
Lastly, we observe that H1 has no vertices of degree 1. We hence construct
H from H1 by adding one new degree-1 neighbor to every τ -labeled vertex of
H1, adding two new degree-1 neighbors to every λ-labeled vertex of H1 without
self-loop, adding three new degree-1 neighbors to every λ-labeled vertex of H1
with self-loop, and removing all the loops. The resulting simple graph H is of
treedepth at most 5m + 7 (in fact, again ≤ 5m + 6), and one can identify the
original vertices of H1 as those having degree > 1 in H . The labels τ, λ and the
self-loops of H1 (as used in the formula ϕ1) can be routinely interpreted by FO
formulas, e.g., τ(x) ≡ ¬δ1(x)∧∃y
(
δ1(y)∧edge(x, y)
)
∧∀y, y′
[(
δ1(y)∧edge(x, y)∧
δ1(y
′)∧ edge(x, y′)
)
→ y = y′
]
, where δ1(y) ≡ ∀z, z′
[(
edge(y, z)∧ edge(y, z′)
)
→
z = z′
]
. Such an interpretation defines desired ϕ from ϕ1. ⊓⊔
6 Conclusions and open problems
We close with several open problems we consider interesting and promising.
Parameterizing by r. It is interesting to consider taking r as a parame-
ter. For example, Fluschnik et al. [6] prove that the Minimum Shared Edges
problem is FPT parameterized by the number of paths. Omran et al. [21] prove
that the Minimum Vulnerability problem is in XP with the same parameter.
Since both problems are particular cases of the shifted problem, we ask whether
the shifted problem with S being the set of s− t paths of a (di)graph lies in XP
or is NP-hard already for some constant r.
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Further uses of Lemma 4.3. For example, which interesting combinato-
rial sets S can be represented as n-fold integer programs [22,19] such that the
corresponding polyhedra are decomposable?
Approximation. The Minimum Vulnerability problem has also been
studied from the perspective of approximation algorithms [21]. What can be said
about the approximation of the shifted problem?
Going beyond 0/1. The results in Section 3 are the only known ones in
which S does not have to be 0/1. What can be said about the shifted problem
with such sets S that are not given explicitly, e.g., when S is given by a totally
unimodular system?
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